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Abstract
This paper describes the systems developed by FBK for the
2019 Spoken CALL Shared Task, that requires to automatically
grade Swiss students, speaking German, that have to answer in
English to German prompts. All answers are automatically tran-
scribed, using an Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system,
and labelled as accept or reject by a classifier. We developed
an improved version of the baseline ASR system (made avail-
able by the organizers of the challenge), that has been used to
produce better automatic transcriptions, from which a set of lin-
guistic features are derived. Then, features vectors, computed
at sentence level, are fed into a neural network based classifier
that predicts the labels.

In this paper we describe the details of the developed ASR
system, as well as the set of features used in the accept/reject
classification task. We also discuss the impact of subsets of
features on the final classification performance.
Index Terms: spoken language proficiency, non-native speech

1. Introduction
This work presents the FBK system developed for address-
ing the third Spoken Computer Assisted Language Learning
(CALL) Shared Task1 [1].

Generally, CALL is meant as the introduction of computers
in the process of teaching/learning a second language. Specif-
ically, scientific literature is rich in approaches for automated
assessment of spoken language proficiency. Performance is di-
rectly dependent on ASR accuracy which, in turn, depends on
the type of input, read or spontaneous, and on the speaker ages,
adults or children (see [2] for an overview of spoken language
technology for education). Automatic assessment of reading
capabilities of L2 children was widely investigated in the past
at both sentence level [3] and word level [4]. More recently,
the scientific community has started to address automatic as-
sessment of more complex spoken tasks, requiring more general
communication capabilities by L2 learners. The AZELLA data
set [5], developed by Pearson, includes 1, 500 spoken tests, each
double graded by human professionals, from a variety of tasks.
The work in [6] describes a latent semantic analysis (LSA)
based approach for scoring the proficiency of the AZELLA test
set, while [7] describes a system designed to automatically eval-
uate the communication skills of young English students. Fea-
tures proposed for evaluation of pronunciation are described for
instance in [8].

The winners of the second CALL shared task [9] use a deep
neural network (DNN) model to accept or reject input utter-
ances, while the work reported in [10] makes use of a support
vector machine originally designed for scoring written texts.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the recent end-to-end
approach [11] (based on the usage of a bidirectional recurrent
DNNs employing an attention model) performs better than the

1 https://regulus.unige.ch/spokencallsharedtask 3rdedition

well known SpeechRater™system [12], for automatically scor-
ing non-native spontaneous speech in the context of an online
practice test for prospective takers of the Test Of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL)2.

In this paper, we first describe the ASR system employed
to automatically transcribe the spoken answers of the students.
The system uses the Kaldi toolkit [13] and, specifically, a dis-
criminative training procedure based on lattice free Maximum
Mutual Information (MMI [14]) and a training dataset compris-
ing both children [15] and non-native speech [16] besides the
provided in-domain material.

Then we discuss the set of features, derived from the auto-
matic transcriptions of the answers of the students, used as input
to a neural network (NN) based classifier which accepts or re-
jects the answers themselves. This feature set mainly originates
from a previous work by us [17] aimed at automatically scor-
ing the language proficiency of Italian students learning both
English and German. Starting from the ASR output only, we
computed 3 main types of features: i) features related to the
coverage of a reference grammar provided together with the
data of the challenge; ii) features derived from the errors com-
puted through an edit distance between ASR output and the
most similar sentence admitted by the reference grammar; iii)
features measuring the similarity between the ASR output and
some Language Models (LMs), built also with the automatic
transcriptions of the training set. The impact of different sub-
sets of features on the final performance of the system has been
investigated and will be discussed.

The novelties proposed in this paper are as follows.

• An improved ASR system based on: i) the usage of spe-
cific speech including a combination of non-native and
children speech; ii) an acoustic model employing time
delay neural networks (TDNNs) trained in order to opti-
mize a sequence level Bayes risk [14, 18, 19].

• The usage of features accounting for critical patterns in
the automatic transcription of a given input utterance.
For example, greetings at the sentence boundary (e.g. the
word “please”) are not relevant for the purpose of utter-
ance classification, while either presence or lack of cer-
tain prepositions (e.g. “in”, “at”, etc) can significantly
affect the final decision (i.e. accept or reject the utter-
ance). To extract these features we propose to train an
error model capable of weighting the edit errors between
the recognized string and some reference valid answers
(see section 4.1.1 for the details).

2. The third Spoken CALL Shared Task
The training portion of the Spoken CALL Shared Task is com-
posed by a number of prompt-response pairs. Prompts are Ger-
man written questions, associated with animation video clips
(not included in the data) each showing an English native

2TOEFL: https://www.ets.org/toefl
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speaker asking a question, while responses are speech record-
ings of spoken utterances given in English by German-speaking
Swiss teenagers. Each pair normally comes with additional in-
formation, namely: an unique Id, an orthographic transcription,
the output of an ASR baseline, and two labels (each of them can
be correct or incorrect) denoting the linguistic correctness of
the responses in terms of language and meaning, respectively.
Part of the training data, that have been semi-automatically la-
belled, contains also information that summarizes the labelling
process of the corresponding utterances (field Trace). The task
of the participants consists in scoring each test utterance with
accept or reject; a response should be accepted only when both
labels mentioned above result to be correct. Finally, a refer-
ence grammar is also provided which lists a number of possible
“admitted” written replies for each given prompt. In the past
editions of the challenge, the organizers produced two training
sets and two evaluation sets.

For this work, we used the two training sets of the past
editions as a unique training set (hereinafter denoted as Train-
ingSet), the test set of the first challenge as development set
(DevSet), the test set of the second edition as evaluation set
(EvalSet). Some statistics of these data sets are shown in Ta-
ble 1. TrainingSet was used to train/adapt both acoustic mod-
els (AMs) and language models (LMs), to train error models
and, of course, to train NN classifiers. DevSet and EvalSet were
used to determine hyper-parameters of the whole system (e.g.
LM weight, NN learning rate, number of NN learning itera-
tions, etc) and to measure the corresponding performance, re-
spectively. The TestSet of the challenge was blindly classified.
Finally, note that the field Trace, introduced in the training set
of the second challenge to keep track of how responses were
labelled, and somehow denoting the difficulty of the labelling
process, was not used in this work.

Id # of Utterances Source
DevSet 995 scst1 Test
EvalSet 1000 scst2 Test

TrainingSet 11919 scst1 Train + scst2 Train
TestSet 1000 scst3 Test
Table 1: Data sets of the challenge used in this paper.

3. ASR system
The adopted ASR system is built upon the baseline ASR re-
leased by the challenge organizers [20]; the acoustic model is
trained according to a TDNN architecture while the language
model is inherited from the baseline system.

3.1. Acoustic model

We have prepared new models adopting a popular Kaldi recipe,
that features:

• a GMM triphone model trained using standard MFCC
acoustic applying linear discriminative analysis (LDA),
maximum likelihood linear transformation (MLLT), fea-
ture space maximum likelihood linear regression (fM-
LLR), and speaker adaptive training (SAT).

• the usage of i-vectors (of size 100) that are stacked to 40
MFCCs;

• a TDNN is trained using the lattice-free maximum mu-
tual information approach [14]; the net is directly trained
with a sequence-level objective function. MMI runs on
GPUs and is implemented without using word lattices

by applying a full forward-backward step on a decoding
graph derived from a phone n-gram language model. A
reduced frame rate is adopted and, therefore, a different
HMM topology is derived.

The recognition of non-native speech, especially in the
framework of multilingual speech recognition, is a well-
investigated problem. Past research has tried to model the
pronunciation errors of non-native speakers [21] both by us-
ing non-native pronunciation lexicons [22, 23, 24] or by adapt-
ing acoustic models with either native data and non native data
[25, 26, 27, 28].

For the recognition of non-native speech, we demonstrated
in [29] the effectiveness of adapting a multilingual deep neu-
ral network (DNN) trained on recordings of native speakers to
children between 9 and 14 years old.

However, in this work acoustic model training is performed
adding to the official in-domain training material (see Section 2
the following datasets:
• PF-STAR [15], specifically the recordings of read En-

glish speech spoken by German children (about 3.5h);
• ISLE, the Interactive Spoken Language Education cor-

pus [16], consists of 11484 utterances recorded by intermediate-
level German and Italian learners of English (about 18h).

3.2. Language models for ASR

Our first system uses the 3-gram stochastic language model pro-
vided by the organizers (see [20] for details). We have also
trained a new language model using the manual transcriptions
of the full TrainingSet and obtained a second ASR system that
performs slightly better in terms of WER.

3.3. ASR performance

Table 2 reports the main features of the adopted ASR system
and the resulting WERs on the EvalSet.

AM LM WER

AsrV1 TDNN, LF-MMI, train on
TrainingSet + PF-STAR + ISLE

3-grams
scst1 7.6

AsrV2 TDNN, LF-MMI, train on
TrainingSet + PF-STAR + ISLE

3-grams
scst1+2 7.5

Table 2: WER results on the EvalSet, provided by our ASR sys-
tems.

4. Classification system
Feed-forward neural networks are used to classify features ex-
tracted from the automatically recognised utterances and de-
scribed in section 4.1. The NN architecture and the related
hyper-parameters have been optimized on the DevSet defined
in section 2.

As a results all NNs have three hidden layers and an output
layer with four nodes, associated to the scores correct and in-
correct of the proficiency indicators language and meaning as
mentioned above.

The number of nodes of the hidden layers depends on the
experiment (see section 5), but normally is equal to the number
of input features. The loss function is the categorical cross-
entropy. The activation function of all nodes is ReLU , while
parameter estimation is done using Stochastic Gradient Descent
(SGD) with Adaptive Gradient (AdaGrad). The learning rate
is set to 0.05.

Table 3 shows the 4 possible outputs and the resulting final
label (accept or reject).
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language meaning class judgement
incorrect incorrect 0 reject
incorrect correct 1 reject
correct incorrect 2 reject
correct correct 3 accept

Table 3: Classifier output providing the class hypothesis asso-
ciated to the two indicators language and meaning, and corre-
sponding final judgement.

4.1. Classification features

Classification features are obtained using both: i) language
models trained on different corpora, including the automatic
transcriptions of the training set and ii) the reference grammar
provided by the organizers of the challenge. This one consists
of a list of “correct” answers associated to each possible prompt.

In total we trained 12 stochastic LMs, computing 4 n-grams
models (1 ≤ n ≤ 4) on the 3 text corpora that follows:
• Generic: around 3 millions of words belonging to transcrip-
tions of English TED talks3;
• TrainRejRec: ASR outputs, bounded by labels start and
end , corresponding to the incorrect utterances of TrainingSet;
• TrainAccRec: ASR outputs, bounded by labels start and
end , corresponding to the correct utterances of TrainingSet.

4.1.1. Error model

We propose to use an error model that allows to distinguish
between critical and non critical errors in the ASR output of
an utterance. This approach allows to avoid some text pre-
processing, e.g. removing greeting words at the beginning of the
responses as proposed in some of previous works (e.g. [30, 20]),
to better match sentences in the reference grammar.

C(p,E,wp) / E(p,E,wp) C(p,E,wp) / E(p,E,wp)
-1022 / 6-I-please 49 / 6-S-menu-card

-996 / 2-S-should-would 37 / 4-I-to
-739 / 8-I-please 32 / 5-S-on-at
-690 / 7-I-please 32 / 5-D-at
-678 / 2-S-need-want 24 / 8-S-cards-card
-599 / 1-I-no 24 / 7-S-a-credit
-515 / 5-I-please 24 / 7-D-credit
-490 / 9-I-please 24 / 6-D-the
-443 / 1-S-could-can 24 / 4-S-pay-buy
-392 / 4-S-one-a 24 / 2-I-don’t

Table 4: Most common edit errors (E) found in TrainingSet.
Negative values of corresponding counters (C) indicate non
critical errors, positive values indicate critical errors.

To train the error model, each ASR output W k =
wk

1 , . . . , w
k
I in the TrainingSet (1 ≤ k ≤ K, being K the

number of training utterances) is aligned with all the answers
in the reference grammar corresponding to the related prompt;
only the alignments exhibiting edit distance 1 (to account for
more errors, more complex models could be considered in the
future) are retained. The corresponding edit error E is repre-
sented by a triple E(p,E,wp), where p is its position inside
the transcription, E is the type of error (i.e. substitution, inser-
tion or deletion) and wp are the words involved, and contributes
to either increase or decrease (depending if the utterance k

3see https://www.ted.com for some details of this corpus.

was labelled incorrect or correct, respectively) a corresponding
counter C(p,E,wp). Of course, each edit error E(p,E,wp)
can get contributions (positive or negative) from different sen-
tences k in the TrainingSet. Table 4 reports the list of the most
common critical (positive counter values) and not critical (neg-
ative counter values) errors. The rationale behind this approach
is that, for instance, the deletion of some syntactically important
words (e.g. deletion of preposition “at” in position 5, i.e. “5-D-
at” in the Table) should lead to an error while the substitution
between equivalent words (e.g. “should” replaced by “would”
in position 2, i.e. “2-S-should-would” in the Table) or the in-
sertion of the word “please” (i.e. “6-I-please”) should lead to
accept. In this way the pre-processing step proposed in [30] can
be substituted by a data driven approach where the distinction
between crucial and not crucial errors can be hopefully learnt
from training data.

From each training/test sentence we extract the following
set of features:

• standard, 4 features, namely: number of automatically
recognized words, number of content words, number of
out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, percentage of OOV;

• reference, 5 features computed using the reference
grammar and the edit error, specifically: i) a binary value
(1/0) if the sentence is or not admitted by the reference
grammar; ii) a binary value (1/0) if the sentence has,
or not, edit distance ≤ 1 from at least one of the ad-
mitted sentences in the grammar; iii) the minimum edit
distance; iv) the edit error counter C having the highest
absolute value; v) a smoothing function of the edit error
counter C, i.e.

+1 + 3× log(C) if C > 0
−1− 3× log(−C) if C < 0
0.0 if C = 0

• LMs, features computed by means of the selected LMs.
The maximum number of this type of features is 5 ×
12 = 60, when all the 12 LMs are selected. In fact,
for each LM we extract the following 5 features, in-
spired by works described in [31, 32, 12, 9, 10]): i)
log(P )
NW

, that is, the average log-probability of the sen-

tence, ii) log(POOV )
NOOV

, that is, the average contribution of
OOV words to the log-probability of the sentence, iii)
log(P )−log(POOV )

NW
, that is, the average log-difference be-

tween the two above probabilities, iv) NW −Nbo, where
Nbo is the number of back-offs applied by the LM to the
input sentence (this difference is related to the frequency
of n-grams in the sentence that have also been observed
in the training set), v) NOOV , the number of OOVs in
the sentence. If word counts NW or NOOV are equal to
zero (i.e. both P and POOV are not defined), the corre-
sponding average log-probabilities are replaced by -1.

5. Experiments and conclusions
Several classification experiments were done before the chal-
lenge took place, considering the metric Dfull. Concerning the
3 hidden layers forward NN topology, four configurations were
tested: flat (number of hidden units on each layer equal to the
number of features, NF ), dflat (double flat, NF×2), hflat (half
flat, NF × 0.5) and pyr (pyramidal, with a decreasing number
of hidden units: NF , NF×0.8, NF×0.5). Number of epochs
was set to 100, 600, 1000, 3000. Figure 1 shows Dfull results
for the various cases, taking majority voting over 10 runs. Flat
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Figure 1: Dfull classification results on the DevSet, majority
voting over10 runs, depending on NN topology and number of
epochs.

configuration and 1000/3000 training epochs appear to give the
best results, on the DevSet.
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Figure 2: Histogram of Dfull classification results, 20 runs for
each configuration; sparsness is mainly due to the random ini-
tialization of the NN.

Majority voting was adopted after observing a high vari-
ability of the results, which mainly depends on the random ini-
tialization of the NN weights. Figure 2 reports some histograms
of Dfull classification results for 20 runs for each of 6 different
NN configurations, showing a great variability. We tried some
strategies to get stable results: given a topology, we took the
3/5/10 runs leading to the best results on the DevSet, and apply a
majority voting to assign each single utterance the accept/reject
decision. Figure 3 reports Dfull results for some NN configura-
tions, comparing the average Dfull value computed on 10 runs
(without majority voting) with the 3/5/10 majority voting cases.
In most of the cases, the best3 and best5 majority voting assure
the best results.
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Figure 3: Dfull results for different strategies to merge 10 runs
for each configuration, both on DevSet and EvalSet. Maj stands
for Majority voting.

Figure 4 reports Dfull results for 3 different feature sets,
and different NN configurations. Final Features contains all
standard, all reference, and LMs features related to 4 LMs:
TrainRejRec and TrainAccRec, 3-/4-grams; More LMs differs

from Final Features because it contains 9 LMs: Generic, Train-
RejRec, TrainAccRec, 2-/3-/4-grams; No Edit Errors differs
from Final Features because it contains only the first of the
5 reference features. From this and other not reported exper-
iments, it can be observed that adding the Generic LM does not
help for this particular task, where most of the relevant infor-
mation is already in the reference grammar; also unigrams and
bigrams do not help. Furthermore, the comparison among Final
Features and No Edit Errors allows to appreciate the important
contribution of the error model.
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Figure 4: Dfull results for different feature set, best3 majority
voting, both on DevSet and EvalSet.

Concerning the official challenge, features used were al-
ways the Final Features described above and all the best3 ma-
jority voting were computed on the EvalSet from a set of 20
runs. These are the set-ups of the three submissions we made:
• B3-A1-F-3 is the best3 majority voting, using AsrV1, flat
topology and 3000 epochs (official submission GGG);
• B6-B3-A1-FP-613 is the majority voting of 6 systems, each
one being the best3 majority voting obtained with AsrV1,
flat/pyr1 topology, 600/1000/3000 epochs (official submission
HHH);
• B12-B3-A12-FP-613 is the majority voting of 12 sys-
tems, each one being the best3 majority voting obtained with
AsrV1/AsrV2, flat/pyr1 topology, 600/1000/3000 epochs (offi-
cial submission III). The results obtained with the three submis-
sions are reported in Table 5.

Id DevSet EvalSet TestSet
B3-A1-F-3 4.833 6.343 6.117
B6-B3-A1-FP-613 4.912 6.247 6.095
B12-B3-A12-FP-613 5.115 5.169 5.767

Table 5: Dfull results for the official submissions to the 3rd
challenge. TestSet is the official test set of the 3rd challenge.

To conclude, we observe that the usage of hand-crafted fea-
tures is effective for scoring the proficiency of the data of the
challenge. In particular the introduction of (data-driven) fea-
tures weighting the impact of certain word patterns on the final
classification provided by the system allowed to significantly
improve the performance.

We also noticed, as expected, that the final performance of
the scoring system is highly dependent on the WER of the ASR
system employed.

Finally, we have coped with the problem of local minima
in NN classifiers by applying majority voting over a large num-
ber of different network initialization (this is possible due to
the negligible training time of the NNs). In the future we will
also try to adopt more complex network architectures as well as
more effective initialization methods, such as the ones based on
restricted Boltzman machines and contrastive divergence opti-
mization [33].
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